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BY 
F. VAN DER BLIJ AND J. H. VAN LINT 1) 
(Communicated by Prof. H. FREUDENTHAL at the meeting of September 27, 1958) 
l. Preliminaries 
In this paper we shall use the usual notation {F, -r, v} for the class 
of modular forms of dimension - r for the group r, with multiplier 
system v. 
F[1] is the modular group, i.e. the group of integral matrices (; :) 
with ad-be= l. We use the same notation for the associated group of 
transformations r--+ aT+db' 
CT+ 
We write: 
I = (~ ~). u = (~ D· T = (~ -;/). 
F[N] is the subgroup of F[1] defined by (~~)=±I (mod N). 
F0 [N] and F 0 [N] are the subgroups of F[1] defined by c- 0 (mod N) 
and b = 0 (mod N) respectively. 
r{i is the group generated by U2 and T. 
The functions 'YJ, {}uh and Gk are defined as follows: 
niT 00 
'YJ( r) = e12 IT ( 1 - e2ni"~) (Im r>O). 
n-1 
(Im r> 0, g and h integers). 
n-=-oo 
(Im r> 0, k even). 
n 
If S is the matrix (si1) we shall write the quadratic form 1 s.1xixi 
as x' Sx. i,i-1 
2. The theta functions 
It is well known that the theta functions {}00, {}01 and {}10 are modular 
forms for the groups r{i, F 0[2] and F0[2] respectively. These groups are 
subgroups of index 3 of the full modular group F[1 ]. From these functions 
one can form modular forms for the group F[1]. A well known example 
is the fact that {}t\ +{}ro+ ( -1)k{}t~= Fk where Fk E {F[1],- 2k, v}. Here 
v is determined by v( U) = (- 1 )k. 
1) The preparation of this paper was supported in part by the Netherlands 
Organisation for Pure Re!!ea.rch (Z.W.O.). 
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We shall now give a more general definition of theta functions and 
try to construct modular forms for F[1] with these. We consider an 
integral positive definite quadratic form x' Sx in n variables and two 
arbitrary vectors a and b and consider the function 
z e"iTaJ18aJ e2niaJ1Sb 
aJ=a(modl) 
(Im T>O). 
The factor e"iaJ'8"' enters into the sum when we consider the transformation 
-r -7 1: + 1. We introduce a vector w with the property 
x' Sx = 2x' Sw (mod 2) 
for all integral x. It is easily seen that this is possible and that we can 
take w = 0 if x' Sx is an even form. 
We shall require that S has determinant 1. Then the transformation 
-r -7 -l maps the function into another function of the same type multi-
• 
plied by a factor which depends on a and b. We now change our definition 
so that these transformation formulae no longer depend on a and b. In 
this way we come to the definition 
(2.1) f} (7:1~) = e-ni{a'Sb+2a'Sw+w'Sw} z e"iTaJ18aJ e2niaJ'S<b+w> • 
"'"'a+w(modl) 
The transformation formulae are 
(2.2) {} ( 7: I~!~) = e"i{a'Sh-b'Su} ( - 1 )11'Su+h'Sh+u18h {} ( 7: m 
for integral vectors g and h. 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
{} ( 7: 1 =:) = e4niw'8w {} ( 7: m, 
{}(7:+11~) = eniw'Sw{}(Tia~b)' 
Using (UT)3 = -I we find from these relations: 
{} ( 7:1~) = e,.•u-w'sw} #( 7:1~)· 
AsS is positive definite we have{}( 1: I=:) =I= 0 and hence i = w' Sw (mod 2). 
If S is an even form we find the condition n- 0 (mod 8) (cf. [1]). 
In some cases it is easier to work with modular functions than modular 
forms. We therefore define 
(2.6) 
5IO 
We have: 
(2.7) 
m.. q;(-r+II~)=e6 q;(•la:b)' 
""' q;(~1~~) = e-2 q;(•l~a)· (2.8) 
From (2.7) and (2.8) we find for L=(; ~ E T[I] the transformation 
formula 
(2.9) 
m.. 
Here e(L) is a character of the group F[I]. If we write ~=e6 we have 
(cf. [2]) 
(2.IO) 
~ ~("'+6Jy-,&l(y1 -l) -31' 
s(L) = ( ~<"'+"J:v-Jl<l<y'-ll+M-s-sy6 
if y ==I (mod 2), 
if <5 == I (mod 2). 
We shall now restrict ourselves to the case where there is an integer N 
such that Na and Nb are integral vectors. Then, by (2.9) and (2.2), we 
have, if L =±I (mod N): 
(2.11) 
Hence q; is a modular function of {F[N], 0, ee}. 
Here e(L, a, b) is a root of unity which depends on L, a and b in a 
complicated way. We introduce the following notation: 
A=N2a'Sa, B=N2b'Sb, and 0=2N2a'Sb. 
We take L = I (mod N), and write: 
(rx P) (1 o) (rx' P') L = y d = o 1 + N y' d' • 
Then we find: 
(2.I2) 
If N is odd this reduces to 
3. Relations for the theta functions 
We wish to find linear combinations of the functions q; which are a 
modular function for T[I ]. It is clear that we can restrict the a and b 
to vectors of a lattice generated by two given vectors a0 and b0• Now if 
the function of T[I] is not identically zero it generally must have the 
form q;jT[K, A] where T[K, A] is a general Hecke-operator introduced 
by WoHLFAHRT ([3]). From the theory of these we see that a necessary 
condition is that there is a character of T[l] which is equal to ee on the 
subgroup T[N]. In this way we find restrictions for the vectors a and b 
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that are to be used. We shall distinguish different values of N and give 
some necessary conditions for the existence of linear combinations which 
belong to F[l]. 
The value of the character for UN must be e(UN) e(UN, a, b). This gives 
us the condition 
nN2 +6A(N + l)- 0 mod {2N·(6, N)}. 
We distinguish 
l) N = l (mod 2). 
Then the above condition is equivalent with n = 0 (mod 2) and 
A =0 (modN). Using(~~) and CtN l~N) we find in the same way: 
B = 0 (mod N) and 0 = 0 (mod 2N). In this case e = l. 
2) N = 0 (mod 4) or N = 2 (mod 4) and n = 0 (mod 2). 
In the same way as above we find A = B = 0 = 0 (mod 2N) and e = l. 
3) N = 2 (mod 4) and n = l (mod 2). 
We find A= B = 0- N (mod 2N) and e= ( -l)fl'+<''-1''. 
In some cases there are different characters of F[l] which are equal 
to ee on F[N]. To get linear combinations of the functions rp which are 
not identically zero and belong to F[l] we must consider a function rp 
and the largest subgroup of F[l] for which it is a modular function and 
then find a character of F[l] which has the same value on this subgroup. 
Even then we can sometimes find two or more such characters. In 4 we 
shall give an example of this case. 
4. Examples 
We shall give some examples of the relations one can find for the 
functions rp. We consider three different cases, namely 
l) a=b=O, 2) a=O, b arbitrary, and 3) a and b linearly independent. 
4.1. a=b=O. In this case rp(-r)=rp(-rl~) is already a modular function 
for the group F[l]. From (2.3) we see that n(-rl~)= ( -1)"1)( -rl~) and hence 
if rp¥=0, n must be even. In fact ifn:s:;;;ll we have t?(-rl~)=o, except if 
n = 8 and S is an even form. 
12 11 
For n=l2 and x'Sx=23#a+2 ~ #a+l0Xtx2 +2 ~ x,xH1 we have 
i-2 i-2 
t?(-rl~) = - ~ emn'Bre~ = 24:1712(-r) (cf. [4]). 
Z!!!E(O.t.O.t ••.• ,O,t)modl 
4.2. a= 0. In this case the functions rp are modular functions for the 
group generated by U and F[N]. If N =2 we have 
rp(-rl~) + rp(-rl~) + rp(-rl!) = (/J(-r) with (/JE{F[l],O,v}. 
Here a necessary condition is that b' Sb is an integer. As example we take for 
S the unit matrix. If one of the components of b is 0 we have rp = 0. There-
fore we can assume that all components of b are t· Then n = 0 (mod 4). 
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After multiplying by 'YJ41c the relation becomes 
(4.1) '!?~ +-Drb+ ( -1)k-Dro= Fke{F[1], - 2lc, v}. 
We have: F1=0; F 2 =2G4 ; F 3 = -48'YJ12 ; F4 =2G8• 
This is a well known result. 
If N =3 we have 
Here a necessary condition is that b' Sb == 0 (mod 3) and n = 0 (mod 2). 
If we take as S the unit matrix we again have rp = 0 if one of the 
components of b = 0. It is easily seen that we can therefore restrict 
ourselves to vectors b with all components equal to t· Then we have 
n = 0 (mod 6) and as ! ernrr:l/f}e'l.ni.'tor;:=- V3'YJ(3-r) 
o:=l(modl) 
we find a relation which can be written as 
(4.2) 'YJ6kiT(3)e{F[1], -3k,v}, 
where T(3) is a generalized Hecke-operator (of. [3]). 
For k=1 we have 'YJ&IT{3)=0, for k=2: 'YJ12(-r)IT(3)=c·'YJ12(-r). 
Finally we give an example with N = 5, n = 2. Let S be the unit matrix 
1 
and a=O, b = 5{1, 2). Then 
-o( -rj:) = - i{ ! e"' .. llf} e21li'/1oo:}{ ! e"' .. llf} e2ni"hoo:} = 
o:et(l) a:•l(l) 
4 ·{~ mT(~+ll" 3(2n+1) }{~ 11f.T(2:+1l' (2n+1)n} 
= - ~ k e cos 10 :n; k e cos 10 
n-o n-o 
D{-rl:> 
and rp(-r) = fJ'(-r) • 
rp e {F0[5], 0, v} where v is a character of F[1]. The relation is 
-o(-rl~) + -o(-rl:) + -o(-rl 2:) + -o(-rl 3:) + -o(-rl~b) + -o(-rl~) = o. 
4.3. a and b independent. 
In all the examples . S will be the unit matrix. 
i) N=2, n=3, a=(!,-!, 0), b=(O, -!, -!). 
D( -rl:) = - '1?00(-r) '1?01(-r) '1?10(-r) = - 2'Yj3(-r). Hence rp = 2 which is a trivial 
modular function for F[1]. 
ii) N=2, n=8, a=(t,t,!.!,O,O,O,O), b=(O,O,O,O,!,!,!,t). 
Then the theta function is Dt 1 -Dto E {F.,, - 4, v }. 
The relation we find is 
(4.3) 
This can be derived from (4.1). 
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iii) N =2, n= 15, a=!(O, 1, ... 1), b=t(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, ... 0). 
The theta function is -D10 D8 0 D8 1 E {F[2],- ~5 , v}. In this case there 
are two characters of F[1] which are equal to the multiplier of rp on F[2]. 
Therefore we find two operators mapping rp into a modular function of 
F[1]. The two relations can be written as follows: 
Define F = -Dto f}~ 1 +Dt o D~o +Dt 1 D~ o 
G =Dt 1 Dg 0 -Dt o D~ o +Dt o Dg 1· 
Then F and G are modular forms of { r, - 6, 1} where r is the subgroup 
of index 2 of F[1] generated by U2 and UT. 
We have 
(4.4) ~ F+G=48rJ
12 
( F-G= -2G6 • 
iv) N=3, n=6, a=l(O, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1), b=l(1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0). 
ni 
Then f} ( •I~) = e 8 V3 'YJ3(3r) 'YJs(i)· 
In this case rp is mapped into 0 by the operator and the relation we find 
can be written as rJ6JT(3) = 0. 
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